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ABSTF ACT
As one of four options under English 105 at Western

Michigan University, the course "Writing and Science" is intended to
help students become better communicators as they enter college. The
first assignments are in technical writing--descriptions of a
mechanism, a process or a mechanism in operation, and a behavior.
Emphasis in these exercises is on economy of words, letting the
.organization of the topic organize the writing, and theory and
experi. nt. Two important aspects of the course are the large amount
of linguistics covered and the kinds of writing other than scientific
writing which the students do, such as biography and speculative
prose. Throughout the course, the student becomes aware of the ways
in which writing can be useful for a scientist. (JM)
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WRITING & SCIENCE

A Freshman Writing Course for Science Majbrs

"The session ended with the question of how
to approach composition in an interdisciplinary
manner still unresolved to the satisfaction of
some members of the audience."

--workshop report' from annual meeting, 1973.
1
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I am tempted in this forum2 to hold a brief for inter- F'

disciplinary studies in general. Many English teachers need . I

to be -told that one can develop valuable courses in con-
.

junction with departments outside the huiRanities. My own .

experiences have ptoven quite rewarding.) I am flarther

prompted to hold forth because of the nonsense so often
heard at conferences. Last year at the 4C's I heard

someone say that "their-department couldn't do anything

for science ma,!ors." or I see an article like "Inter-..

disciplinary Studies, the Latestrgxperimental Rage" by

. Joan 3aum in the, February, 1975, issue of College Composi7
tion and Communication: arid I get an urge to tell the
FiFFing eYITTF7TV7FRF or two. Add 'to those experiences

the frustrations of tryin& to get a professed--or professored
interdiSciplinarian to come across viith actual.support for
course development, and one has plenty ()Teason to rage.

Since_ we -have not yet fallen to the depths of some
organizations, however, wherein the--surestway to insure
publication is to carp' against the careers, and since for
at least some of this audience I would be preaching to the-.

already-converted, let me end this introductory invective
by-saying that I have nothing more to say about interdiscii-

plinary studies in general. Rather, I will talk very
directly about the nuts and bolts of one class which I hav

been developinnd-teaching for a year and a half now. 1 1

questions to be addressed are not of cosmic significanc

1. "Ways to Cross Disciplines in Teaching," CCC; 41V
(October, 1973) . 325.

2. Panel session on Writing As Problem-Solving in Inter s

ciplinary Courses at the annual Conferehce on Col ege
Composition and Communication, St. Louis, Missou 1,

March 15, 1975.
0 3. Arlen R. Zander, "'Science and fiction: An interdis iplinary

approach," American Journal of ilrysics, XLIII, (January;

1975), 9-12.
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They consist of mundane 'how-to's for getting twenty science

majors (with an occasional Electrical Engineering Technology
student from Persia) to write well or scientific subject
matter--and other things -'=in the**English language.

Western Michigan University has no college English'.

requirement. Writing & Science is one of four options under

English 1057 the department's introductory writing course.
The College of Applied Sciences offers one course in
Technical Communications. The College of Business offers
two courses, Informational.Writing and Business Communication.
The English department also has an umbrella course. English
3051 Practical Writing, which includes Pre-professional
Writing and Research and Report Writing. This last course
is the upper division course in technical writing generally
recommended by the experts, it being well known in the field
that the most salutary time to focus on the cOmmunicAtion
skills of science and technology majors is when they have a
fund of experience and a fear of unemployment.

Writing & Science ,is intended to help students become
better communicators as .they enter college. It deals with

the uses .of language for general benefit and,. although many

of my colleagues cringe, for the immediate service of im-

proving the student's command of written English. In order

to pay some obeisance to the title ef this conference
session, the operation....pf Writing & Science in. regard to
problem-solving is probably best captured in a question
posed by a junior pre-med student who enrolled in the first

section of the course by'deliberate election and who con-
tinued to blackmail all of us with the' purity of his inten-

tion. He asked, "Can I learn .to improve my writing by only

writing scientific stuff?" That question remains the touch-

stone of the course.
My own quest _for quality in teaching has so fgr led

me to two hypotheses which apply to Writing & Science. The

best teachers I have ever known involve their student% in

activity immediately, and .they continue with 4's much activity

as they cain set up an stand* The best teachers in higher
education frequently involve their students in solving the
kinds of problems which are real probleft for the teacher.
'Aefood question is worth a thousand answers., What distin-
guldhez Writing & Science from all other courses is its

central questions What is scientific writing? In order .

for me to be able to pose that question tn a meaningful way,
however, I first need to clear away the debris of several
years of schooling and td have the student focus on real
scientific - writing.

The. course begins with three handouts* a course

description, a syllabus, and an assigriment sheet far -the

first writing. (Dittoed copies attached.) On day one I
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talk a lot. .Students are .not expected to knoW; they are
expected to learn. They should approach the assignments
as they would approach lab work--as work not immediately
productive in itself, but as a means to learning skills
which will eventually become productive. One gets a certain
number of trial balances to come up with an apcurate response.
I answer a lot of questions, usually about 'homework and
grades. In the first three sections I taught I made exten- .

sive use of sentence-:combining exercises and that took some
additional time to explain, but I have since abandoned the

sentence-combining.
The first three assignments are in technical Writing's

they are descriptions o a m, `a: process or a
mechahism in operation, and a behavior. eral emphases
operate in, and in response to these exercises.. First, I
try to get the writing cut to its barest essentials. I

recommend ;,trunk & White's The Elements of Style. I repeat
frequently the famousltrunrIectures "Omit needless woras."
In every paper I bracket all the extraneous sentences, clauses,
phrases, and words I can find. I rewrite for conciseness.
I select examples from papers and we spend class time cutting
and compressing the statements.

The second major emphasis is on letting the organiza-
tion of the topic organize the writing. A burette clamp
has two distinct parts, so the written description of it
will have two iistinct parts. At' the two parts have a simpZe
connection, then the ;.arts of the description need only a.

simple connecti)n. Ir.st important, if a picture or a'
graphic presentation will help make clear the exact nature
and relationship of the parts, it should 'be used. ,Rather
than a kind of fale inver.t.Th directed' at jazzy ways of
saying something, the proper problem for the be ,-inner. is t.)

find the language whi-h.best reoresents the topic on its terw.
post freshman English students bini., with them TiTan,re

notions about form. ,cience ma jars as well as the rest have
teen supjected to what Janet :m1.1 c%lls the "Fifty -3tar
Theme. "4 Intrelucticnconciusion is just the_ most
concrete of a wkle :*le of stumbling blocks, such as
outlining, tonic F.entences, trans; tines, and sentence
variety, all of which research in the teaching of writine
has. shown are n-t used by real writers or, 4f they are,
certainly do not <)pearyith near the frequency of attention
they are given in the pcn,.:)1s. -Contrary to what many unin-
formed conservative teach!i.rE: believe, scientific and tech-
nical writing are not apor-)priate ways to re'ntroduce all
that old earbace.. Such formalism does not f c ilitate good

D4. Janet Emig, .he jomiJosin Processes of Twe fth Graders'
(Urbana, Illinois: National CounFil of Teachers of s.

English, 1271), 97-103.



scientific writing. Indeed, one doubts that uch unex-
amined servitude facilitates anything mere th n.the rite

"de passage called high school and college.
My own Ripproaches to the question derive om my

continuing interest irknew rhetoric and in classical rhetoric
since they amount to the same thing if Ave restore invention,
heuristics, language, and overallharmony to the classical
concerns of voice, style, and form. I employ modern
notions of invention from wherever I find them. Proceeding
inductively, I try to fit them to real communications. For
instance, the potion of the logic of content is. derived fro
phenomenology.? When I find a science writer, as in this 1
case Francois Jacob in The Logic of Life (Pantheon, 1973),.
who uses such a notion to structure Eirwriting, I try to
pass the notion along to my students. We focus on how
the notion works in practice, rather than on the philo-
sophical analysis.

In addition to economy and logic of content, a third
emphasis in the technical writing assignments is the inter-
play of expectation and phenomenon, or, if you ;:refer,

theory and experiment. By the time the students write
their description 'qf a behavior\they are usually comfortable
enough with the' logic of content`.to examine the body of
common law of science which they bring to thgir work. What
T. M. Sawyer calls the common law of science° is that body
of precederit 'by which we judge the validity of a scientific
endeavor and its outcomes. My own term for this,is the
rhetoric of science. Within the two weeks following the
third technical writing I try in as many ways as possible
to communicate this idea to my Writing & Science students.

None of the ways I pose this fundamental hypothesis
seems (sufficient in itself, since so, many' people learn in
so many different ways, but let me enumerate a few. First,
I give out two dittoed statements, "Beyond Technical Writing"
and "Scientific Writing" (attached). In these I try to -say X
what,I am' after. Second, we :ead and discuss two' articles,
one by Nikoloas Tinbergen and one, about Tinbergen. We look
at how the scientific 'nature of Tinbergen's work Ls ex-
pr

expressions of scientific common law. Fourht, we use the
pre-s17ed. Third, we examine the students' papers for
ex
process of preparing abstracts, both as a collaborative
in-class activity and a written assignmerit, to get a handle
on what is scientifically important in scientific writing.

5. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, "Phenomenology and the Sciences of
Man," in Maurice Merleau-Pontyt The Primacy of Percep-
tion. edited by James M. Edie (Evanston' Northwestern
University Presb, 1964) , 52.

1.6. Thomas M. Sawyer, "The Common Law of Science and The
Common Law of Literature," CCC, XXI, 5 (December,
1970). 337-41.
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While the superficial justification for this enumeration
of the ways is how do I love. thee, the underlying motiNe
sprints from how I wonder what you are.'

;

ecausez those
are both large and open-ended questions, he notion of a
rhetoric of science is a heuristic device which occupiess'

.us for the rest of the semester. ..

However, the way to enlightenment i% not only
through theorizing. Practice is eqUally necessary. So ....

the first major paper of. the course is an exercise in
. scientific writing based on their understanding of the _

question posed. Typical examples of these papers,
taken from this semester's class, are "The Transport and
Incorporation of 1131 into the Thyroid Oland," "Plasma
Cholesterol in Ian," "Interpreting' Reef Stru'ctures in the
Rock Record," and "EvolUtion of the Theory of Coordination .

Chemistry." The students do several more papers of this
kind during the semester, the culmination for'most of them
being a long paper toward the end of the semester. Before
I get to that, though, let me take a moment ,to consider
some questions these sorts of scientific papers pose for /

most teachers who have never done this sort of thing before.
How do 1 understand what they are writing about?

Alfhodgh I am very much interested in science, I cannot,
ot course, know nearly enough to understand all of what

. they write. On the other hand, I keep in mind the question'
that pre-med student asked, try to maintain a hard
line. I think it is criminal for a -6-acher-t.q. make a

student conform to the teacher's limitations. I encourage
my students to write as though they were writing for a.
specialist in their field. Surprisingly, that usually
makes their work easier to. read. For instance, it is- -'
easier that way to hew to the logic of content, And I try
to learn ias,much as I-can. The paper on the incorporation
of iodine reptesents a standard experiment, so I have seen
others like it. How.gto I know it was not stolen or
plagiarized? "'I know becadse the writer was having me go
over it-before he turned it.in to his science teacher.

If I.deneed to understand something' technical, I
have at my beck and call one of the finest resources of
modern civilizationan American multiversity. To find out
about coordination chemistry, I call the chemistry depart-0
menta When I %xplain that I am heliing them majors learn
to write better, I usually find an instant ally,

The patterns I set up for the earlier papers hold in
good stead for the later ones. A student may write a series

7. See Sister Janet Lauer, "Heuristics and Composition,"
CCC, XXI, 5 (December, 1970), 396-404.

6
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of papers ,11 one subject. Frequently, but certainly not

in the majority of casest these earlier papers may become,

nart of a ti , final paper. It is interesting to note
that I often pave., to encourage a student. to write a series

of paperF or tl submit a paper to Writing & Science Nfore-

it f2e.s to a other teacher. More of those academic ,

shibboleths .tand in the way--disciplinary compartmentali-
zation and th notion that one must do one's own work,

meaning differ nt work for different courses Wheri they

n:et the message, though, the results are sometimes startling.

Last year I saw one paper that was aver one hundred pages
Written both for Women's Studies and Writing & Science,

it was a 'comprehensive research paper on cancer in women.

This past fall a student "pulled together for himself"

two year's work on experiments with enzymes. He had satis-

fied alt1 his science requirements; the papet gave him a .

chance to satisfy himself. The most interesting paper I

ssw last year was a study of pesticides which put together

their pathological effects on insects and humans with the

economic aspects of production and reached some very
balanced conclusions on guidelines for production, use,

and protection. iIn each of these cases the students saw the

research paper as an opportunity to do work which gave them

high personal and academic satisfaction. The size and
comnlexity of tifr papers was in large measure ,the direct

result of theirtunderstanding of ways in which writing can

be useful for a/ scientist.
Let me finish with three. final items which are more

cloaely allied/with anglish teaching as we more commonly

knout it. Subtlitle it, if y.)u will, why I still have a

place in the Itnglish department.
I teach more linguistics in this course than in any

other writing cOilfte-S-Aave ever taufht. The science major

is usually surprised and pl-e-Rffed- to find out that there is

some scientific support for whatwe teach about Iangi4age and

its uses. He is much more receptive to modern grammart-,:_

modern notions of usage, and the othe convention of

linguistics. than are humanities students. The common law

of linguistics makes sense- to 'the sclentist in ways that are

harder for the humanist to grasp.

.
One of, the most important aspects of this course is

that I also iry to get the studedts to-do other kinds of

writing than just scientific. One reason is that thd contrast

makes analysis of scientific writing easier. Another reas n

is band on Janet Emig's contention ttlat writing in more

than one mode strengthens both modes.° I also find persua ive

' A

8. Emig advanced this idea .during her presentation, "Acting on

What We Know," at the NCTE convention, November 30, 1974.
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Donald ,;r aves's idea that the less assigned writing one
gives, the more likely one is to get more unassigned

writino::, as long as the students We-a.sente that writing
is. a valuable war' too communicate. I believe this
atti.eude is largely responsible for the lengthy' final
papers. I -try to build that notion Alto the course early
by ,suggesting some non-scientific writing. One paper is
on a historical figure in science. The attitude of the
students toward this paper qeems to be more casual and
at the same time more personal. It is not a "hard science"
paper and they generally choose a figure in whom they have
'a strong personal interest. The greatest, benefit e.:omes

'-from the practice in source material. Si much
of what they will write as undergraduate science .a joys

will be derived from the writings of other people, the
assignment is worth the time. I. also ask them to write a
speculative piece. Such an exercise allows for imagination,.
playftanesspe,.and use of the reflexive or intensive mode,
and it is a non-threatening assignment.

As for the-general encouragement of non-scientific
writing, well. sometimes that comes about in strange ways.
In the first section that pesky pre-med student objected
violently to anything that smacked of opinion as being

unscientific. Since his opinion tended to dominate (second-
to

mine, I suppose), I decided to go a2.ong with him. We

_Rot the entire class to agree to the total proscription
of opinion in their scientific writing. With.opinion
proscribed in their assignments they soon began ask....ng me
to look at a lot of unassigned writing. The pre-med
student, by-the way, was-the first to ask if he could
sulbstitute an opinion paper ,for a regular assignment.
He was worked up over the Dennis case and he needed to see
what he had to say, about it. ether papers soon followed
from other students--one ,on-genetics and intelligence,
another on the pollution of.a.favorite upper Michigan
trout wtream, and one frustrated love affair,. After we
regained our balance, we appliedftour new perspective to

----tti tific'writing and saw where and how opinion had at

plate. they had not given In? The!. I suppose we.
would have learned somethin else about the heuristic
nature of the problem we were with. The answers
to the right question may be found in' any number .of ways.

9. Donald H. Graves, "Children's Writing: Res6arch Directions
and'Hypotheses Based Upon An Examination of the Writing
PrdCesses of'Seven Year Old Children," unpublished
doctoral dissertation, SUNY Buffalo, 1973. University

. .

microfilms #74-8375.


